MACHINIST D (Note: includes Power Saw Operator, Band Saw Dept 70 and Core Grinder)

Labor Grade:  1                                      Location: Alpena
Classification: Non- Exempt                           Job Code: MPUAMD

JOB DESCRIPTION
    Sets up and operates power saw to perform cutting operations on raw material. Operates hand grinder and other hand tools. Uses standard operating procedures following operations sheets and blueprints. Moves material as needed. Uses scales and gauges. Changes saw blades or grinding disks as needed. May assist leader with hookup and loading and unloading and climbing.

SKILL
    General machine skills.

EXPERIENCE
    No prior experience required. One month on-the-job orientation.

RESPONSIBILITY
    Works under general direction of supervisor or leader.

WORKING CONDITIONS
    General shop conditions.

HAZARDS
    Possible cuts, bruises or contusions. Possibility of falls, welding flash and vapors.

SAFETY STATEMENT
    The Company will make provisions for the safety and health of the employees during the hours of their employment. The Company and Union will cooperate in a continuing program to eliminate safety and health hazards. All employees will practice safety first every day.